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HAMPIONSHIP HORSE RACING. Have you heard of it?

You must have, surely. It made the front page of the Racing

Post recently and has some heavy hitters in its corner.

What is it? Well, it’s an idea which seems to owe much to the

Formula 1 scene. It envisages major worldwide brands getting behind

teams of horses in a championship based on eight meetings, on

consecutive Thursday nights in July – September 2019, televised on

ITV, which will consist of six handicaps on each card, each boasting

£100k in prize-money, in which one horse from each team will

participate. Two ‘championships’ will be up for grabs; one for the

‘racing teams’ and one for the jockeys. Full details are available at

www.championshiphorseracing.com.

Having been criticised in the past for being too critical of ‘new’ ideas

in racing, let me start by telling you what I like about the

Championship Horse Racing (“CHR”) model. Firstly, I cannot deny

it’s innovative, and, in that it seeks to access new revenue streams from

sources not currently associated with the sport, it’s hard to knock it

(the idea, if you haven’t guessed already, is that leading brands will pay

to ‘acquire’ the teams and thus fund the prize-money).

Secondly, how can I, of all people, stand against a scheme, one of

which’s stated desires is ‘to move away from racing’s perceived

dependency on gambling’, and to look at the sport beyond betting.

That is, after all, music to my ears.

But I regret to say I have huge misgivings about this project, both

from a theoretical and a pragmatic perspective.  

By turning the spotlights on brands, as well as teams of trainers and

jockeys, CHR removes the horse from the focus of our attention. Horse

racing revolves around the thoroughbred horse. True, the remarkable

achievements of breeders, trainers and jockeys across the years deserve

to be celebrated, but at the heart of the sport is the competition between

magnificent horses which have been bred to race. Take the Frankel

story; Sir Henry has been lauded hugely for his management of the

horse’s career, and Tom Queally praised for withstanding the pressure

to deliver the hot favourite to win on all 14 of his career starts. But at

the centre of the media blitz over Frankel was the horse himself, and his

14 winning runs – the longest of which lasted just six seconds beyond

two minutes.

Elementary

I also question whether it will be possible to attract top brands to

back a series which seems to be being deliberately targeted at a non-elite

level within the sport. After all, elementary maths tells us that to simply

cover the prize-money of £100,000 for six races on eight cards, a

minimum of £4.8m will require to be paid by the 12 participating

‘brands’. World-leading jewellers might be prepared to pay that kind of

money to be official timekeepers at the likes of Royal Ascot, or motor

manufacturers pay to provide the official cars for Wimbledon, but will

new investors really be happy to see their brand carried into fourth

place in a Class 2 handicap at Haydock on a wet Thursday in

September?

It also seems to me that those behind the scheme don’t really

appreciate the drawbacks of basing CHR around handicaps. Suppose a

new brand is attracted into the sport, with no previous ownership

experience. On the very first card, they have an improving three-year-

old who thrills them by streaking clear of his field to score by six

lengths. The thrill of the win would be huge, and they and their guests

would no doubt have a great evening.  How will they feel, one wonders,

when their horse runs down the field in his subsequent starts, anchored

by a 10lb rise in the weights for his initial success? I can’t see the brand

commission an advertising campaign based on the fact that their colt

was the ‘highest rated’ in CHR, even though it won only once. Surely

the more aspirational the brand, the higher their expectations of

involvement in such a scheme would need to be.

However, it is when you look at the practical difficulties the

implementation of CHR would cause that you really begin to question

the proposal. There is an existing fixture list, and we have both a British

racing calendar and an established Pattern of top level racing. Evening

meetings during midsummer are hugely valuable to the racecourses who

currently hold the fixtures; they won’t be relinquished easily, and new,

higher profile meetings, especially televised ones, may adversely affect

support for other meetings on the same evenings.

For racing professionals, the problems are endless. Take jockeys –

each of the 12 teams must sign up four jockeys, one of whom must be a

female. A team’s horses must be ridden by one of their own jockeys.

Given the prize-money involved, and their additional prizes for jockeys

within CHR, this surely raises huge issues for jockeys unlucky enough to

be excluded. Also, readers will be aware of the importance of the

owner/horse/jockey combination in racing; some owners put huge trust

in certain jockeys, valuing feedback and relying on the skills and

integrity of a professional rider. Again, how will existing retainers tie

in with the ‘team’ aspect of CHR?

Interfere

For owners and breeders, there are already a number of patterns

governing the choices they make about the horses they breed, buy and

campaign to maximise their investment and maintain their involvement

in the industry over the long term. CHR, if it were to become

established, might interfere with those choices.

And as for trainers, it doesn’t really bear thinking about. The idea of

trainers banding together to form a team seems to me a non-starter.

Imagine trainers A, B and C bringing 10 horses each to a team; some

horses will favour a particular trip on a particular course in particular

ground conditions; in selecting which horse (for there can be only one

in each event) will represent the team in a particular race, there will

clearly have to be some give and take; this might be fine but for one

thing – the trainers don’t own the horses and in agreeing team running

plans which ignore the best interests of the horses in their care, the

direct, financial interests of their employers, the owners, might well be

adversely affected.

What’s more, for busy trainers the time period suggested for CHR in

2019 spans the July Meeting at Newmarket, the King George meeting

at Ascot, Glorious Goodwood, the York Ebor Festival and the St Leger

Meeting at Doncaster – not to mention the start of the yearling sales

season!

ELEVISION coverage of the series will, we are assured, be

provided by ITV. Sorry, with ITV unable to find space for

some major race meetings on their main weekend coverage, I

find it hard to believe we will be treated to high-profile coverage on

Thursday nights.

So while I applaud the attempt to think outside the box, and in

particular to bring new money into racing, I can’t help but think that

those behind CHR should take their plans back to the drawing board –

and quickly too.

Off the bridle
by JOHN SCANLON
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Maxios colt out of Psychometry
£66,200*

Nathaniel filly out of Gossamer Seed
£30,400*

* Price includes purchase price and all expenses to February 28, 2018. 
Pedigrees of all our horses for sale are available on our website:

www.markjohnstonracing.com
Anyone wishing to view the horses should contact Mark or a member of his

team as soon as possible on 01969 622237 or by e-mailing:
sales@markjohnstonracing.com 

No commission, profit or expenses are taken provided the horse is to remain
in training at Kingsley Park. Prices are subject to VAT.

Dream Ahead colt out of Double Diamond
£ 93,500*

JUVENILES FOR SALE

Jukebox Jury filly out of Ange Doree
£ 24,000*
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